




PART II. APPLICATION OF CONCEPTS. (Two marks per item in this part.) 

INSTRUCTIONS: Indicate your choice in the answer column provided. 

Answers 

11. Ken contracted to set up ordinary accounting books for Paul's business. The contract
requires the books to be satisfactory to Paul. Ken set up the books in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles, and a reasonable person would be satisfied
with the books. However. Paul refuses to pay because he is not actually satisfied with
the books. Under these facts:

a. Ken cannot enforce the contract because Paul is not actually satisfied with the books.
b. Ken cannot enforce the contract because personal satisfaction contracts are illegal.
c. Ken can enforce the contract because a reasonable person would be satisfied.
d. Ken can enforce the contract because obligations to perform to another person's

personal satisfaction are not enforced by courts.

12. JR contracted to renovate arr historic home for June for $50,000. The renovations
were completed as required, except JR unintentionally failed to refinish one oak door.
It will cost $250 to have the door refinished. Under these facts, JR can recover:

a. $0. JR failed to completely perform his duties. Thus, JR cannot enforce the contract.
b. $49,750. JR substantially performed his duties. Thus, JR can enforce the contract,

and June must pay for the contract price, less damages caused by JR's imperfect
performance.

c. $50,000. JR substantially performed his duties. Thus, JR can recover the full contract
pnce.

d. Only such amount, if any, that June may decide to pay to JR.

13. Which contract iwot discharged by impossibility?
• a. Acme Co. contracted to sell a pesticide to fanner. The contract was legal when made.

Prior to performance, the Food & Drugs Administration (GOVT) unforeseeably 
declared the pesticide illegal. 

b. XYZ contracted to sell a standard Sony stereo to Bob. Prior to perfonnance� XYZ's
stereos were destroyed by fire. XYZ can obtain the required stereo elsewhere to
deliver to Bob.

c. Larry, a music star, agreed to appear in TV ads for Manufacturer's new product.
Before the ads could be made, Larry died.

d. Maria contracted to sew a custom-made dress for Claire. However, Claire now
refuses to give her measurements to Maria.

14. Beth agreed to service a $10,000 computer for AAA Tax Service. Beth
unintentionally breached the contract. As a result, the computer suffered $250
damage. As could be anticipated, AAA also lost profits of $500 because it could not
complete certain tax returns without the computer. Under these facts, what damages,
if any, can AAA recover from Beth?

a. AAA cannot recover any damages; Beth did not agree to pay for losses caused by
a breach.

b. AAA can only recover nominal damages of $1.
c. AAA can only recover compensatory damages of $750.
d. AAA can recover compensatory damages of $750, and punitive damages of

$10,000.

15. Juan can obtain specific performance of which contract?

a. Seller contracted to sell Juan a ranch. Seller wrongfully refuses to convey title.
b. Juan bought a hybrid bull to be used for breeding. Seller wrongfully refuses to

perform. The bull is unique and cannot be replaced. Damages cannot be
measured.

c. Juan hired Tex to be a ranch foreman. Tex wrongfully refuses to perform.
d. a and b.
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